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Trac 12

™

The miniaturization of the Trac 12
system provides unique versatility with
a multipurpose, trac-based system.
Linear Lighting The Trac 12 system can be
easily integrated into coves or cabinetry to
produce uniform linear lighting. Variable
lampholder spacing allows on-the-job fine
tuning to create even illumination at the
desired level.
Spotlighting The Trac 12 system is easily
integrated into displays, low soffits, ceilings
or pendant suspended for dramatic accent
lighting. Owing to its miniature scale and
remote transformer format that eliminates
the need for transformers at each fixture,
the Trac 12 system infuses the flexibility of
trac lighting in smaller scale settings
typically not considered practical to
illuminate with larger line voltage trac
systems. The Trac 12 system can also aid
compliance with stricter energy codes, as
the energy use calculations are typically
based on the capacity of the transformer,
not the linear feet of the trac installed.

Low Power LED Module
Miniature LED light module provides the same light output and distribution as typical xenon lamps, while consuming less than
one-eighth the energy. Along with over twice the life at 50,000 hours, LEDs provide savings of more than 85% in total annual energy
cost. Ideal for linear lighting applications including cove, undercabinet, task and casework display lighting. 12V AC operation only.
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Catalog #

Finish

Watts

Color Temp.

TL201LEDX1-3K-WH
TL201LEDX1-3K-BL

White
Black

0.7

3000K

21

TL201LEDX1-4K-WH
TL201LEDX1-4K-BL

White
Black

0.7

4100K

24

Catalog #

Finish

Watts

TL201LEDX2-3K-WH
TL201LEDX2-3K-BL

White
Black

1.3

3000K

40

TL201LEDX2-4K-WH
TL201LEDX2-4K-BL

White
Black

1.3

4100K

46

Catalog #

Finish

Watts

TL201LEDX3-3K-WH
TL201LEDX3-3K-BL

White
Black

1.6

3000K

53

TL201LEDX3-4K-WH
TL201LEDX3-4K-BL

White
Black

1.6

4100K

61

Color Temp.

Color Temp.

Lumens

Lumens

Lumens

The product and system may be covered by the following United States patents: D579,144; US5,334,037

www.junolightinggroup.com
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